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Instruction EncodingInstruction Encoding



InstructionsInstructions

 Remember what an instruction conveysRemember what an instruction conveys
 OperationOperation

 Operands (source and destination = Operands (source and destination = ““srcsrc”” and and ““dstdst””))

 Need to encode these into binaryNeed to encode these into binary

 Architecture DefinesArchitecture Defines
 Instruction Instruction ““formatsformats””: patterns for encoding: patterns for encoding

 Rules on how instructions can sit in memoryRules on how instructions can sit in memory
 E.g., instruction address must be 4E.g., instruction address must be 4--byte alignedbyte aligned

 E.g., instructions are littleE.g., instructions are little--endianendian

 How many bytes (length) instructions can useHow many bytes (length) instructions can use



Instruction Encoding LengthInstruction Encoding Length

 Fixed LengthFixed Length
 All instructions are the same number of bytesAll instructions are the same number of bytes

 Typically two or four bytes, depending on ISATypically two or four bytes, depending on ISA

 CPU designers like these the best CPU designers like these the best 
 WeWe’’re only going to deal with these for EE345 hardwarere only going to deal with these for EE345 hardware

 Small number of lengthsSmall number of lengths
 E.g., 4B or 8B (Intel i960)E.g., 4B or 8B (Intel i960)
 E.g., 2B or 4B (ARM Thumb)E.g., 2B or 4B (ARM Thumb)

 Variable lengthVariable length
 E.g., 1BE.g., 1B……15B (X86)15B (X86)
 E.g., 68020 had a 22B (!) instructionE.g., 68020 had a 22B (!) instruction
 Hardest to deal withHardest to deal with



Instruction FormatsInstruction Formats
 ISA defines patterns for encodingISA defines patterns for encoding

 positions for items in instructionspositions for items in instructions

 May have a few formats May have a few formats , may have many , may have many 

Dst
reg

Src
reg

Src
reg

Operation
(with sf and S)

From ARM Architecture Reference Manual: ARMv8
Data-processing instruction (2 source)



Number of OperandsNumber of Operands

 11--operandoperand
 Implied (single) register = accumulatorImplied (single) register = accumulator
 E.g.,       E.g.,       ADD BADD B ;  A = A + B;  A = A + B

 22--operandoperand
 One One srcsrc, other operand is both , other operand is both srcsrc and and dstdst
 E.g.,       E.g.,       ADD A, B     ; A = A op BADD A, B     ; A = A op B

 33--operandoperand
 Two Two srcsrc, one , one dstdst
 E.g.,       E.g.,       ADD A, B, C  ADD A, B, C  ;  A = B + C;  A = B + C



Common Instruction ComponentsCommon Instruction Components

 Often called a Often called a ““fieldfield”” in the encodingin the encoding

 Register Register IDID’’ss

 Immediate valuesImmediate values

 Branch targetsBranch targets

 DataData--address address specifiersspecifiers



Register Register IDID’’ss

 Typically an NTypically an N--bit group of bitsbit group of bits
 Denoting one of 2Denoting one of 2NN registersregisters

 E.g., 5b field to indicate one of 32 registersE.g., 5b field to indicate one of 32 registers
 Instructions can have multiple register Instructions can have multiple register IDID’’ss
 Destination, source1, etc.Destination, source1, etc.

 Tradeoff on number of registersTradeoff on number of registers
 More registers = wider More registers = wider regreg IDID’’ss, instruction , instruction 

encoding becomes congestedencoding becomes congested
 Fewer registers = slower executionFewer registers = slower execution



Immediate ValuesImmediate Values

 Integer encoded directly into an instructionInteger encoded directly into an instruction
 Used for things likeUsed for things like……

ADD EAX, 2  ; X86: add 2 to ADD EAX, 2  ; X86: add 2 to regreg

 FixedFixed--width instruction meanswidth instruction means……
 CanCan’’t fit wide immediate valuest fit wide immediate values
 Use a narrow value (like 16b) and signUse a narrow value (like 16b) and sign--extendextend

 Variable widthVariable width……
 ImmediatesImmediates can be wide (32b, 64b, whatever)can be wide (32b, 64b, whatever)
 Can fit more than one immediate in instructionCan fit more than one immediate in instruction



Register ID and Immediate in ARMRegister ID and Immediate in ARM

 ADDS: ARM ADDS: ARM ““ThumbThumb”” ISA (16b instructions)ISA (16b instructions)

0001c  1c9b adds        r3,r3,#2  ; r3 = r3 + 2

1C9B = 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

operation #2 R3 
(src)

R3 
(dst)



Branch TargetsBranch Targets
 When code wants to When code wants to ““branchbranch””
 Execute at another place in memoryExecute at another place in memory

 Need to specify where that place Need to specify where that place isis

 ThatThat’’s a branch target s a branch target –– itit’’s an addresss an address

 Absolute addressAbsolute address
 Encode the address into the instructionEncode the address into the instruction

 Or some bits of address (no room for all!)Or some bits of address (no room for all!)

 Relative addressRelative address
 Encode an offset in the instructionEncode an offset in the instruction

 Target is related to current address + offsetTarget is related to current address + offset



Relative Branch TargetRelative Branch Target
 YouYou’’ll also hear it called ll also hear it called ““PCPC--relativerelative””

 PC is Program Counter = address of next instructionPC is Program Counter = address of next instruction

 X86 calls it the IP: instruction pointerX86 calls it the IP: instruction pointer

 Rules to compute target are architectureRules to compute target are architecture--specificspecific
 E.g., (PC + offset + 4) or similar is commonE.g., (PC + offset + 4) or similar is common

 Offset usually signOffset usually sign--extended to allow backward branchextended to allow backward branch

Target of Target of brbrxorxor00070007

Jump over thisJump over thissubsub00060006

Jump over thisJump over thisaddadd00050005

PCPC--relative branchrelative branchbrbr +3+300040004

NoteNoteInstrInstrAddrAddr



Relative branch in X86Relative branch in X86

 Branch Target is sum of Branch Target is sum of 
 RIP (Instruction pointer in 64b mode, EIP in 32b)RIP (Instruction pointer in 64b mode, EIP in 32b)

 SignSign--extended rel8 (oneextended rel8 (one--byte field in instruction)byte field in instruction)

 2 (length of the instruction, in bytes)2 (length of the instruction, in bytes)



Example of X86 JMPExample of X86 JMP

 Branching around a 7B instructionBranching around a 7B instruction

00007FF6B7BB1730 EB 07                jmp main+49h
00007FF6B7BB1732 C7 45 04 00 00 00 00 mov dword ptr [r],0  
00007FF6B7BB1739 8B 45 04             mov eax,dword ptr [r] 

Branch offset 07
Bytes in branch instruction           02
Target of branch 739

Branch at address (ending in)        730



DataData--Address Address SpecifiersSpecifiers

 To access memory To access memory –– need an addressneed an address

 Address is formed from piecesAddress is formed from pieces
 RegistersRegisters

 OffsetsOffsets

 Operations on them (like shifts and adds)Operations on them (like shifts and adds)

 Instruction encodes all these piecesInstruction encodes all these pieces

 Combine pieces according to architectural Combine pieces according to architectural 
rules: the rules: the ““effective addresseffective address””



MIPS Effective AddressesMIPS Effective Addresses

 Effective address =Effective address =
 Contents of register +Contents of register +
 SignSign--extended immediateextended immediate

 We like how simple this is!We like how simple this is!

 Base: a register (0Base: a register (0--31)31)
 Offset: 16b to addOffset: 16b to add



X86 Effective AddressX86 Effective Address

 HereHere’’s just one table from the specs just one table from the spec



X86 Effective AddressX86 Effective Address

 Can specify:Can specify:
 Base registerBase register

 Index registerIndex register

 Scale (multiplier) for the index registerScale (multiplier) for the index register

 Offset (various sizes)Offset (various sizes)

8B 4C 88 08 mov ecx,dword ptr [eax + ecx * 4 + 8]

base

index

scale

offset



Instruction Formats (MIPS)Instruction Formats (MIPS)
 For integer instructions: just three formatsFor integer instructions: just three formats

 Fixed width = 32bFixed width = 32b
 (from MIPS32 architecture reference)(from MIPS32 architecture reference)



Instruction Formats (X86)Instruction Formats (X86)
 Variable widthVariable width
 Much more complicated to decodeMuch more complicated to decode
 (from Intel 64 and IA(from Intel 64 and IA--32 Architecture SW Developer32 Architecture SW Developer’’s Manual)s Manual)


